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Abstract. The Researchers focused on SCADA intrusion detection since many 

organizations demand public network connectivity. By their very nature, SCADA 

systems necessitate special considerations and detection processes. Several of these 

research concentrate on intrusion detection in general, as well as SCADA-specific 

solutions. In contemporary network- and host-based intrusion detection systems, physical 

measurements are used. There is no universal classification for detecting hyperphysical 

incursions (IDSs).The combination of physical and network measures outperforms each 

one alone. 
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1   Introduction 

SCADA systems are now employed in a wide range of industrial applications. To keep up 

with the ever-changing technological landscape, SCADA has progressed from standalone 

mainframes to fully networked web-based solutions. SCADA network's software and 

hardware components are equally vital. Industrial plants can be monitored both locally and 

remotely. SCADA systems are strategically essential because they control crucial 

infrastructure. Damage to critical infrastructure can have a negative influence on a country's 

economy. A number of real-world occurrences have been documented, showing the flaws in 

SCADA systems. Computers, HMIs, RTUs, PLCs, and communication infrastructure must all 

be monitored. To control physical equipment, a SCADA system receives data from field-

connected devices and the same is depicted in Figure 1.  A single machine or a collection of 

devices can function as data collecting, application, or database systems even in modest 

deployments. RTUs/PLCs can process operations because they are intelligent devices. 

Standard or manufacturer-specific protocols might be used in the SCADA communication 

architecture. Increased network connectivity and flexibility raises the vulnerability of 

sophisticated electronic equipment and remote terminals. SCADA systems and networks are 

susceptible to network and application problems, as well as design errors that ignore the 

consequences of greater connection. Illegal activity, whether on or off the network, could be a 

source of concern. Medical, aeronautical, and intelligent utility models were among the works. 

They lacked the ability to integrate industrial processes with physical measures. Domain-

specific intrusion detection systems, on the other hand, outperform general systems. Industrial 

processes, network traffic, and host measurements are used to detect intrusions. CPS security 

and intrusion detection have been the subject of numerous studies. For networks, operating 

systems, and applications, intruder detection systems now use both physical and IT metrics. 
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Physical data, as well as IT metrics, are being used by intruder detection systems for networks, 

operating systems, and applications.This study provides research efforts in SCADA-specific 

intrusion detection systems. 

 
 

Figure 1 SCADA Components and IDS architecture 

2 Literature Survey 

SCADA systems are susceptible to a variety of threats and network intrusion and anomaly 

detection are popular subjects. An attacker may attempt to compromise the SCADA system as 

well as the managed facilities. Bundle and Needle discovered various weaknesses in SCADA 

systems. Which security holes had been rectified and which remained was made apparent. 

Connecting SCADA systems to other networks, such as the Internet, Hong and Lee assert, 

increases their susceptibility. Additionally, they contact IDS with current implementation 

challenges [7]. They believe that SCADA-based IDS are critical. Valentine and colleagues 

investigated SCADA server hacking. According to their research of existing PLC logic, 

SCADA systems are under attack from a variety of sources. In nature, hatred can be deliberate 

or accidental [2][4]. Verification and validation technology would make PLCs safer. Intrusion 

detection solutions tailored to specific applications for embedded systems such as RTUs and 

PLCs. By monitoring an application's behaviour, middleware generates security policies. If a 

policy is violated, the middleware can notify the administrator or disconnect the user. Valdes 

et al. provide models for intrusion detection at the protocol level in PSNs. Additionally, these 

models define the relationships between fields contained within data packets. Packets have a 

classification in terms of their impact on the control system. Additionally, this technique is 

based on the predictable flow of PLC RAM data over time[3]. Normal or anomalous packets 

can cause the PLC's RAM to malfunction. We analyse traffic correlations rather than packet 

content to detect network intrusions. Existing approaches for detecting DDoS and port scan 

attacks must be updated. Zhu evaluated SCADA-specific intrusion detection systems for the 

first time. They compared nine SCADA-specific IDS prototypes between 2004 and 2008. The 

systems constructed on top of real-world SCADA systems were found to have the most 



 

 

 

 

critical shortcomings. It is necessary to design specialised detection algorithms and a federated 

IDS. Gaitan et al. discovered SCADA networks through the use of anomaly detection. The 

study analysed nine IDS systems, the majority of which were developed between 2005 and 

2010. Almost all, however, relied on simulated traffic to learn and test, and all failed when put 

into real-world conditions. There is a dearth of attacker models, and there is a need to refine 

and analysespecialised detection systems, among other things. Gaitan and colleagues 

investigated the identification of SCADA anomalies [11]. Between 2005 and 2010, nine IDS 

systems were considered and developed and they rely on simulated traffic for learning and 

testing, with little real-world validation. 

3    Proposed System Design 

A hardware or software programme that keeps an eye out for risks or anomalies on a 

network. It is capable of detecting dangerous behaviour. Monitors network traffic and notifies 

the administrator. It cannot prevent a discovered exploit from taking over the machine 

automatically. Security for industrial control systems has become increasingly important. 

Intrusion detection systems are designed to detect attacks on networks or operating systems, 

rather than industrial processes or their physical qualities. IDS that are domain-specific 

outperform generic IDS. The proposed work will monitor SCADA system intrusions using 

physical metric-based IDS. It is used to determine the efficacy of IDS.A physical 

measurement improves the precision of detection. Classifier model construction and 

evaluation with and without physical measurements, as well as IDS performance evaluation 

with and without physical measurements, are covered.The system's objectives are as follows: 

To understand more about scada and IDS, analyze the security and risks associated with scada, 

and to evaluate the performance metrics. Four machine learning algorithms are deployed. 

Performance optimization of intrusion detection systems is based on physical, network, and a 

combination of the two metrics. The current study investigates performance differences 

induced by SCADA system intrusion detection systems that use physical metrics. 

 

 

 3.1   SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 
The Gas-Pipeline data is gathered and analyzed. The study found that metric-based 

classifier models can be built with training data and tested with testing data. Four classifier 

models were employed. The work flow is depicted in Figure 2. Various classifiers are created 

in WEKA tool to conduct two class and multi-class classification utilizing various feature and 

class combinations. Classification includes and excludes physical metrics. Performance of 

intrusion detection systems with and without physical metrics has been examined.The data 

was collected by the SCADA lab at Mississippi State University.. The system contains two 

actuators and a pressure sensor at the end. They control the system's physical process, 

maintaining the supervisory pressure. Modes include automatic, manual and off.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2:  Block Diagram of the Proposed System 

 
Automated systems can select between two pressure maintenance approaches. The first 

approach uses a pump to maintain pipe pressure. This method replicates a constant system 

load. The second method uses a solenoid to open and close a pressure relief valve. Pump and 

solenoid modes using PID control.  

 

3.2 DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 
Each packet goes to the MTU or RTU. The dataset contains network traffic and payload 

data. Network data helps interceptors learn communication patterns. Node-to-node 

communication is a feature of SCADA networks, unlike IT networks. Static behaviour aids 

IDS detection. Data about pipeline state, configuration, and parameters. To assess system 

performance and detect critical situations, these values are essential; Totally 274627 

occurrences. The slave station address is unique to each master and slave device. The master's 

address for sending commands to the slave. Modbus sends all master transactions to slave 

devices. This code makes a slave device only listen.  

A valid function code allows a DoS. So IDS finds odd function codes. Each command has 

a frame length. These commands write to and read from specific registers. Persistent gas 

pipeline pressure On a gas pipeline, using set points automatically is useful. Gain, reset rate, 

dead band, cycle time, and rate are tuned. It can control the relief valve or pump based on 

these five variables. System duty cycle Solenoid or pump It depends on the pipeline control 

system. This feature is 0/1. Someone who can start the pump and put the system into manual 

mode is dangerous. The data is from a gas pipeline pressure gauge. The HMI reads the 
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master's register. This feature can be used to simulate measurements and system behaviour. 

CRC can detect errors in a frame sent to a master or slave. An attacker can send a bad CRC 

repeatedly to cause DoS. Modbus-TCP does not provide the CRC.One distinguishes between 

commands(1) and responses (0). Gao created seven attacks while researching. Every attack in 

this work is studied. Injection targets state, parameters, and function code. These attacks come 

in two flavours. Attackers use state and physical process data to imitate natural behaviour. 

These attacks either passively or actively collect data. As in nature. These states lower system 

efficiency and cost.  

 

These attacks can disguise injection state changes. Because they look normal, these 

attacks are harder to detect. Using command injection, an attacker can Unauthorized device 

and process configuration changes can cause process control loss. DoS attacks aim to 

decimate processes. Protocol flaws or wireless network interference can cause this. Many 

attacks against this system are generic. So it can be used for industrial control system research. 

 

3.3 DATA PREPROCESSING 
 
The dataset is changed from its raw state to a structured state in the preprocessing step, 

with the goal of containing as much information as possible without discrepancies that could 

affect the classification result, Fig 3 and Fig 4 provides the comparison of before data 

preprocessing and data after preprocessing. 

 

 
 

Fig 3 Dataset before preprocessing 
 

 
 

Fig 4 Dataset after preprocessing 

4   Deployment Of Classifier Models 

This section describes various classifier models deployed and their result accuracy. In this 

research four algorithms have been chosen and models have been built.Statistical, machine 

learning, and neural networks are the three main classification methodologies. Within a 



 

 

 

 

dataset, classification is used to sort data into groups. It divides data into classes depending on 

limitations. For each algorithm detailed description of the result obtained is discussed below. 

This identified dataset classifies using Nave Bayes, Part, Multilayer Perceptron, and Random 

Tree. 

 

4.1 NAÏVE BAYES 
 
With the Nave Bayes method, classifier models are built by assigning feature value 

vectors a class label and then selecting the class labels from a small collection. They all use 

the same principle to train their classifiers: all naive Bayes classifiers take the value of one 

feature and assume it is unrelated to the value of another feature, given the class variable. This 

model employs the maximum likelihood approach. 

��������� =  
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(2.1) 

Using Bayes' theorem, compute posterior probability. A class (c) predictor (x) is assumed 

to be independent of other predictors in the Nave Bayes classifier. This premise is known as 

class conditional independence.Because it requires minimal training data, it is extremely 

scalable in terms of the number of predictors and points it can output, and it is unaffected by 

irrelevant features. 
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4.2     PART 
 
Each cycle produces a partial C4.5 decision tree. It defines the "best" leaf selection 

criteria. There are no absolute or exclusive rules. Rule-based classifiers use a series of "if-else" 

rules to make classification decisions. Because the criteria are simple, these classifiers are 

extensively employed to create descriptive models. The antecedent is the "if" condition, and 

the consequent is the rule's projected class. The rule may perform well on training data but not 

on subsequent data, necessitating rule trimming. 

 

4.3     MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON 
 
A multilayer perceptron has hidden layers between the input and output layers. An input 

layer collects data, and an output layer uses it to decide or predict. One-layer MLPs can 

approximate any function. It's common in supervised learning. They start practicing 

interdependence on input-output pairs.Correcting model errors reduces model errors. Errors 

adjust weight and bias in back propagation. During the forward pass, the signal is compared to 

the ground truth labels. Back propagation and the chain rule are used to compute partial 

derivatives in the reverse pass. The MLP propagates weights and biases. The settings can be 

modified sequentially to improve MLP accuracy. As a result, MLPs can deal with a wide 

range of data. It can be fed an image in long rows. So they can compare an unknown pattern to 

known patterns and characterize it. Uncertainty, noise, and omission will be categorized. 

 

4.4     RANDOM TREE 
 
Random tree is an ensemble strategy that employs Bootstrap Aggregation, more 

commonly referred to as bagging to solve regression and classification problems by 



 

 

 

 

combining multiple decision trees. Rather than relying on individual decision trees, this 

strategy integrates a large number of them. It randomly creates a forest. The number of trees in 

a forest has a direct correlation with the outcomes. The number of trees analyzed increases the 

precision of the result. By voting or averaging, the ensemble generates forecasts. Following 

the construction of a sufficient number of trees, voting determines the most popular class. 

When trees are constructed, a random sample of the training data is used. The random forest 

classifier can handle missing values and is useful for determining the most significant 

attributes in the training dataset. 

5     Performance Evaluation And Analysis 

The findings are presented in this section.Conclusions have been drawn after a thorough 

examination of the most effective technique for dealing with the problem, which is measured 

by how often a model's predictions are correct. A number of feature combinations were used 

to generate binary, category, and specialised classification models using WEKA 

implementations. Tenfold cross validation is used to compute and compare average 

performance measures.Table 1, provides the data of the most accurate models. When 

compared to other models, data indicated that models based on physical and network 

parameters were the most accurate. Each classification is based on a comparison of three sets 

of parameters: system-wide, network-related, and payload-related.  

 

The payload has physical measurements and control parameters obtained from the 

SCADA system. The results indicate that relying completely on payload data produced the 

worst results. While the use of network metrics enhances accuracy, false positive rates remain 

a concern. By incorporating network and payload properties, the system's accuracy can be 

increased. By merging network data with physical measures and other control characteristics, 

an IDS's efficiency can be increased. 

 

Table 1 Performance Analysis 

 

Class 
Attribute 

Binary Categorized Specific 

Features All Network Physical All Network Physical All Network Physical 

Models 

Naïve 
Bayes 

80.13% 77.80% 79.90% 88.44% 21.53% 18.48% 83.99% 24.34% 24.16% 

PART 94.05% 85.53% 88.13% 98.82% 98.60% 98.54% 99.90% 99.64% 91.55% 

Random 
Tree 

97.74% 95.76% 89.66% 98.72% 98.24% 95.80% 98.93% 97.89% 92.44% 

Multilayer 
Perceptron 

84.99% 80.57% 83.36% 93.86% 92.61% 92.25% 86.49% 83.52% 86.04% 



 

 

 

 

6    CONCLUSION  

A laboratory-created benchmark dataset of publicly available gas pipelines was utilized to 

assess the efficacy of physical measurements in intrusion detection. An intrusion detection 

system was evaluated using machine learning classifier models. There were nine models in 

each classifier, with three labels: binary, classified, and particular. There were three types of 

features utilized in each class label: all features, physical attributes, and network features. The 

most accurate models are those that combine physical and network data with all 

characteristics. This pattern may be seen in all four categories. The findings show that network 

measurements combined with physical and application characteristics surpass network traffic-

based detection. According to this study, physical activity improves IDS performance. More 

representative datasets comprising physical measures from real-time systems will be available 

in the future. 
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